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Robert Herrick's "His Grange, or private wealth":
A Gentleman Farmer's Ledger
by

Clara E. Fendley
Texas Tech Un.iver.<ity

In The Arte of English Poesie (1589), George Puttenham describes
certain " Geometricall figures," i.e., shaped poems, written in the " Courts
of the great Princes of China and Tartarie." 1 Puttenham argues that the
concise verse forms

insinuat some secret, wittie, morall and brave
purpose presented to the beholder, either to
recreate his eye, or please his phantasie, or examine his iudgement, or occupie his braine or
to manage his will either by hope or by dread,
every of which respects be of no litle moment
to the interest and ornament of the civill life:
and therefore give them no litle commenda•
tion.•

During the seventeenth century, English poets diversi.lied beyond geo•
metrically shaped poems and wrote poems whose typographical appearance related to their subject.• Robert Herrick is known to have "exercised
some supervision over the printer," according to F. W. Moorman, and
John L. Kimmey notes eighteen shaped poems in Herrick's Hesper-ides
'George Puttenham, The Art,r of English Poes/4, eds. Gladys Doidge Wilkock and Alice
Wallcer (Cambridge: Cambridge Univenity Press, 1936), p. 91.
'Puttenbam, p. 108.
'See Joseph H. Summer<' George Ht!rhert: His Religion and A rt (Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1954), Ch. VJ fur a d.iscus:,ion of the shaped poom in Herbert"s work and
that of other seventeenth-century poets.
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and Noble Numbers.• Kimmey recognizes Herrick's "bold experimentation with long and short lines" in "His Grange, or private wealth" as the
persona "catalogues the things that belong to his house in an affectionate
as well as a burlesque way.''• ln fact, the overall shape of this poem is
actually that of a ledger in which the persona enters and evaluates the
assets of his country life and manor: the assets attain private, emotional
value for the persona through their contribution to the harmony and order
of the grange.
The narrow and wide columns of interspersed lines create the appear•
ance of a ledger and suggest the value of the possessions: the designations
of a majority of po es ions appear in the monometer lines, but the explanation of each possession's role in the persona's life appears in the tetrameter lines. The persona surveys the living things surrounding him and tallies
them in the narrow column paralleling the right edge of the column
formed by the wide lines; these short lines represent the persona's storedup wealth, the creatures that inhibit the grange. His possession of each
inhabitant, however, is not as significant as the meaning attached to it: the
persona follows each asset entry with an evaluation of its contribution to
the harmony of his existence in the wider lines, which bear the greater
substance of the poem.
The initial entry, a clock (1. 1), which appears in the only centered
monometer line, is an apparent exception that proves the rule of the
ledger shape and conception. The clock does not fall in the narrow column
of assets because its explanatory tetrameter (1. 2) specifies that the persona
does not own this man-made object that would remind him of the day's
decline. The passage of time is marked instead by the first living creature
catalogued as a po ession in the column of assets, a cock (1. 3). The cock
is a more pleasing timekeeper, for it celebrates the progress of the day
(1. 4); furthermore, a mechanical clock would be out of place in the carefully balanced, organic harmony of the grange.
The barnyard animals whose designations appear in the narrow column
formed by the monometer lines function in their natural roles as explained
in the tetrameter lines. ln addition to the cock that marks the passage of
time, the grange holds the hen that provides food for her master(ll. 9-12),
the goose that signals alarm at any threat of disorder (11. 13-16), and the
cat that provides for itself by ridding the barnyard of mice (11. 21-24).
•F. W. Moorman, Robert Ht1rri,;k, A BlogmphlctJI and Critical Studv ew York: Russell and
RusoeU, 1910 and 1962), p.138:John L. Kimmey, "Order and Form in Herrick's Huperidu,"
Journal of English and Qmrrani.c Philologv, 70, o. 2 (April 1971), 260.
'Kimmey, p. 264. Kimmey notes that ..In the mAjority of the quatrains the particular po$SeSsions occupy the manometer lines--clock, cock, hen, goose, lamb, dam, and cat.. (p. 265), but
owign, oo significance to tbl., sttuctural characteristic.
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The value of these animals is clear, but two other designations, a lamb
and its dam, appear in the column of assets, and full assessment of the
function and value of these animals requires an application of the ledger
characteristics of the poem. The lamb's evaluation contains the parenthesized modifier, "(tame)," located to the left of the narrow column (1. 18).
The use of parentheses in bookkeeping denotes a cancellation as in
the entry of a credit. In this case, the parenthe es indicate a partial cancellation of value, for the persona foresees his reluctance to butcher
the tame, hand-fed lamb when it is grown and thereby devalues its
usual function as a ource of food. This cancellation of the lamb's value,
however, does not fall immediately below its designation in the column
of practical assets, indicating that tameness is not a total liability: the
lamb's greater value as a source of pleasure is described in the wider
column which evaluates emotional assets. The parentheses as a symbol
of cancellation is also clear in the evaluation of the dam.• The dam
is entered as an asset in the manometer column (l. 19), but immediately underneath her entry is the parenthetical cancellation, "(lately
dead)" (1. 20), in the tetrameter column which measures emotional
value. The dam was a recent asset which had multiplied; her death
threatened the harmony of the grange (producing a debit in the emo•
tional column), but the persona intervened and derived a greater asset by hand-feeding and taming the lamb, an emotional pleasure
catalogued in the tetrameter: "I keep (tame) with my morsells fed"
(l. 18).
"A maid (my Prew)" (1. 6) and "'Trasy'" (1. 26) are the only inhabitants
given proper names, and their names fall in the ledger column which, for
other inhabitants, contains the more important emotional evaluations.
The persona's bookkeeping sets the e two members apart from others,
reflecting his greater emotional attachment to them. In Prew's case, the
parenthe es do not indicate cancellation because, as in the case of the
lamb's tameness, they fall to the left of the column of assets, and like the
parenthetical addition of the lamb's modifier, this addition signifies the
persona's regard for the woman who contributes order to the grange (11.
6-8). Prew is not counted in the column of possessions; her greater value
is suggested by her inclusion in the longer-lined column. Trasy, the spaniel, is also named in the wider column; the dog is not tallied with the
practical assets because it is completely domesticated and serves no economic function. Trasy belongs to the wider world of the persona's emotional pleasures.
'Many modem editors have chosen to delete the parentheses, replacing them with comm,u, but the symbolic function in the ledger entriea argues for retaining the parenthes-

es.
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The monometer, "To these" (1. 25), signals that Trasy is the 6nal asset.
The final quatrain totals the sum of the inventory: the persona accedes that
these inhabitants are but "toyes" which please him. The reader remembers, however, that the e inhabitants comprise the "private" riches, those
"restricted or intended only for the use or enjoyment of particular and
privileged persons" (0. E. D.), the gentleman farmer. Kimmey notes the
''alfectionate" and "burlesque" mode of the persona ·s catalogue of possessions, yet these "slight things" seem to mean a great deal more than their
material value. We naturally assume that material objects are subjected to
inventory, but Herrick's whimsical ledger entries point out the greater
value of the harmony which can exist among living beings. The shape,
then of"His Grange, or private wealth" reveals Herrick's subtle accounting of private, emotional wealth.
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From Huperide,: Or, Tiu, Works Both Humo11a &DlvitltJo/Robart Herrlt:k Esq. (London,
printed for Jobn Williams and Francis Eglesfield, 1648), pp. 289--90.

H/4 CrongB, or prioole wealth

Though Clock,
To tell how night drawes hence, I've none,
A Cock,
I have, to sing how day drawes on.
I have
A maid (my Prew ) by good luck sent,
To save
That little, Fates me gave or lent.
A Hen
I keep, which creeking day by day,
Tells when
She goes her long white egg to lay.
A goose

I have, which, with a jealous eare,
Lets loose
Her tongue, to tell what danger's neare.
A Lamb
I keep, (tame) with my morsells fed,
Whose Dam
An Orphan left him (lately dead.)
A Cat
I keep, that playes about my House,
Crown fat,
With eating many a miching Mouse.
To these
•His Spaniel.
A • Trosv I do keep, whereby
I please
The more my rurall prlvacie:
Which are
But toyes, to give my heart some ease
Where care

one Is, slight things do lightly please.

